EVALUATION OF RESULTS OF ARTHROSCOPIC ACL RECONSTRUCTION BY HAMSTRING GRAFT
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Abstract:
Bony structure of the knee is inherently unstable. Stability provided by the strong capsule, intra-articular and extra-articular ligaments (ACL, PCL, MCL, LCL) and surrounding muscles. ACL and PCL provides both antero-posterior and rotator stability. Rupture of the Anterior Cruciate Ligament is the most common sports injury worldwide, which causes significant problem in orthopaedic practice. This study was prospective observational study and carried out in Dhaka Medical College Hospital and other private clinic in Dhaka from July 2009 to December 2011. This study was carried out on 22 ACL deficient knees. 2 patients were dropped from final follow-up. All patients were male. Age range was 18-39. Mode of injury were—sports injury 16(80%), ETA 3(15%) and fall from height 1(5%). All the patients were operated for ACL reconstruction by Hamstring graft. Average follow-up period was 12 months. Outcome was evaluated by IKDC rating system. Majority of the patients 17 (85%) returned to their normal activities one year after operation. The objective of this study is to find out the outcome of ACL reconstruction by Hamstring graft.
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Introduction:
Knee is the largest synovial joint in the body. As it is uniaxial joint any rotational components make the intra-articular ligament twisted, which make the ligaments prone to injury.

Knee is the most heavily stressed joint in the human frame. It is most commonly injured because of its anatomic structure, its exposure to external forces and the functional demands placed on it. Knee ligament injuries are common in athletes and other young people who are prone to twisting injury of the knee due to sports and other physical activities. The menisci and the ligaments of the knee sustain injury in contact sports like football, volleyball, basketball etc. The commonest damaging force is a combined rotation and impact injury to the weight bearing semi-flexed /flexed knee, though at times a direct trauma to flexed knee is responsible.

ACL along with PCL it is responsible for the normal gliding and rolling movements of the knee. ACL controls the forward motion as well as medial and lateral rotation of the tibia on the femur. Rupture of this ligament impairs the stability of the knee resulting in decreased athletic activity and increased risk of meniscal tear and early degenerative joint diseases.

Cruciate ligament injuries occur singly or in combination with damage to other structures. ACL is more commonly affected, solitary cruciate ligament injuries result in instability in the sagittal plane i.e., anterior-posterior. But if the curciate injuries associated with damage to collateral or the capsule, then the direction of instability is often oblique.

Lesions of the ACL leads to delinking of this rolling and gliding movements with accompanying damage to menisci and the
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articular cartilage, leading to accelerated osteoarthritis. Hence the need for surgical stabilization by ACL reconstruction ⁴.

ACL injury is the most common ligament injury in the knee joint especially in sportsman, arms personals and following RTA. It is the primary stabilizer against anterior translation of the tibia under the femur and also important factor for rotational and valgus stresses. Greater participation in sporting and recreational activities by general population continues to expose more individual to the risk of ACL rupture.⁵

ACL reconstruction has been advocated to improve knee stability and to reduce the incidences of meniscal injury. The controversy for managing this injury now centres more on the choice of graft selection for reconstruction instead of whether surgery is necessary ⁶,⁷,⁸.

The graft commonly used are- autologus BPTB graft, Hamstring (Semi-Tendinosus and Gracillis) tendon graft, Quadriceps tendon graft, Artificial /synthetic material.

The Arthroscopic approach has the advantage of smaller skin and capsular incisions, less extensor mechanism trauma ,improved viewing of the intercondylar notch for placement of the tunnel and attachment sites, less post –operative pain, fewer adhesions, earlier motion and easier rehabilitation ⁹.

Patient may need either only ACL reconstruction or ACL reconstruction along with treatment of meniscal lesion. The selection of grafts depends on the surgeon’s preference and the tissue currently available ¹⁰.

Among the autogenous tissues currently available, the most commonly used are central one third patellar tendon (BPTB) and quadrupled hamstrings ⁷,¹¹. Less commonly quadriceps tendon grafts.¹²

Each of these grafts has been shown to have sufficient load to failure strength and stiffness to replace the cruciate ligaments e.g –native ACL-ultimate strength-2160 (N),Native PCL-1867 (N),BPTBgraft—2977(N),Quadruple Hamstring graft-4140(N),quadriceps Tendon graft-2353 (N).¹²

Reconstruction of ACL in ACL deficient knee is an well accepted therapy of choice in young adult and sportsman. It provides stability to the knee and prevent further deterioration of the joint. There are numerous methods of ACL reconstruction. Our study was on ACL reconstruction by autogenous Hamstring Tendon graft (Semitendinosus alone or with Gracillis).

Materials and methods:
This study was carried out in Department of Orthopaedics ,Dhaka medical College Hospital, Dhaka and some other private hospitals in Dhaka, Bangladesh from July 2009 to December 2011.Total 22 patients were treated in this prospective observational study.2 patients were lost from follow up.

Inclusion criteria:
After epiphyseal closure, no prior knee surgery, no associated PCL injury and no Osteoarthritis.

All patients were male of active age group. Age range of the patients-18-39 (average-28.5years). Mode of injury were—sports injury 16(80%) which includes sportsman e.g. students , athletes, uniform personals , RTA 3(15%) and fall from height 1(5%). Out of 20, 17 patients with right knee (85%) and 3 (15%) with left knee. Out of 20, 10(50%) patients had associated meniscus injury. Time interval between injury and surgery was 3 months to 2years.

All the patients were operated for ACL reconstruction by autogenous Semitendinosus Tendon graft with or without Gracillis Tendon graft using metallic interference screw on the Tibial tunnel and Endo/Xo button on the femoral tunnel. All the patients were assessed pre-operatively and followed up on regular basis with an identical 6 month rehabilitation protocol for all patients. Average follow up period was 12 months .Results of the study were evaluated by using IKDC(International knee documentation committee) rating score. Final evaluation was performed 12 months after surgery.
Surgical Procedure:

Arthroscopic Evaluation

Skin Incision and Graft harvest

Graft measurement and graft Preparation

Prepared Quadrupled Hamstring graft

Femoral Tunnel Preparation

After graft fixation & wound closure-Lachman test

Post-operative Xrays:

Results:
In this study, out of twenty patients 13 were above 30 years of age, five between 20-30 years and 2 patients below 20 years of age. The minimum age was eighteen and maximum age of the patients were 39 years. Age range was 18-39. Mode of injury were - sports injury 16(80%), RTA 3(15%) and fall from height 1(5%). All the patients under study were male. Average follow-up period was 12 months. Outcome was evaluated by IKDC rating system.
Majority of the patients 17 (85%) returned to their normal activities one year after operation. Out of 20, 17 (85%) returned to normal activity after one year follow up with full ROM, negative Lachman test and Anterior drawer test. 3 patients had 25-30 degree lack of full flexion. 3 patients had post-operativ e knee pain and all are associated with meniscus injury. The effect of meniscectomy appears to have a negative impact on the outcome of reconstruction. Two patients had superficial wound infection over graft harvesting site which was improved with a course of antibiotics. In one patient there was premature graft harvesting, which was overcome with BPTB graft and screw fixation.

Discussion:
Arthroscopic techniques have been advanced and refined to assist in the reconstruction of the ACL and PCL. The arthroscopically aided approach has the advantages of smaller skin incision and capsular incisions, less extensor mechanism trauma, improved viewing of the intercondylar notch for placement of the tunnel and attachment sites, less postoperative pain, fewer adhesions, earlier motion and easier rehabilitation. 12

ACL reconstruction, substituting a free tendon graft for the torn ligament is a common surgical procedure for the orthopaedic surgeons. 13 In sports injury there might be ligament injury with or without meniscus injury. Most common are ACL with medial meniscus injury but any ligament or meniscus may injured. Because of associated injury some patient experience instability with some degree of pain. The goal of ACL reconstruction is to restore normal knee stability and prevents further injury to the knee joint. 13,14,15. The ideal graft is one that restrains strength at least equivalent to that of normal ACL, allows for secure fixation, enables unrestricted rehabilitation and has minimum graft donor site morbidity. Now a day Quadrupled Semi-T / Hamstring graft is the graft of choice for ACL reconstruction. Historically patellar tendon was the most popular autogenous graft for ACL reconstruction. 13,14,15 Complications like patellar fracture,patellar tendon rupture, patello-femoral pain,patellar tendonitis, quadriceps weakness and flexion contracture are common 31,14,15. Anterior knee pain in study with BPTB graft is 17 % to 56 %. 13,14 But with hamstring graft the above mentioned complications absent

In our study success rate of ACL reconstruction is 85% which is comparable to other study. In Insall and Norman study, success rate of ACL reconstruction is 75% to 90%.

Conclusion:
ACL reconstruction with Quadrupled Semi-T(Hamstring) graft/ Tripled Hamstring graft is an excellent reconstruction procedure for most patients. There is no donor site morbidity. But associated meniscus injury correlated with poor outcome. However a long term study and follow-up is needed to demonstrate a significantly good long-term outcome.
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